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Sun Badger Solar
sees a 38% increase
in web-leads within
2 months

The Client
Sun Badger Solar is a leading American solar
developer servicing residential and commercial
solar in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Florida.
Their team have over 50+ combined years in the
industry and they help customers in every aspect of
solar installation including education, design and
rebate applications.

Within two months of CommVersion's live chat 
solution being launched on our website, we saw 
a 38% increase in web leads while significantly 
improving our online user experience. 
CommVersion's leads are highly qualified and 
therefore convert at a far higher rate than other 
lead sources - our sales team love them!

The set-up process was quick and easy. I was 
impressed at the way CommVersion were able 
to tailor their solution to fit our needs.

CLEMENT FENG
Senior Vice President
Marketing at Sun Badger Solar

Learn more about Sun Badger Solar

The Sun Badger Solar team wanted to find a way
to generate more qualified leads from their
existing website traffic without having to increased
their monthly spend on marketing

The challenges they faced were:

The Challenge

45% of customers visited the website
outside of business hours, but there was
no-one available to engage with them,
meaning missed opportunities.

Out-of-hours support

Leads coming in via web forms were often
unqualified, meaning the sales team were
wasting time on irrelevant enquiries.

Lead qualification

Sun Badger Solar wanted to enhance their
user experience by providing a channel
that was available with real-time
responses, 24/7.

User experience

https://commversion.com/?utm_campaign=sunbadger&utm_medium=pdf&utm_source=&casestudy
https://sunbadger.com/


Learn More About SmartChat

commversion.comsales@commversion.com

The solution was simple. Our 24/7 human-led live
chat proactively engages potential customers
throughout their website journey to nurture and
drive qualified lead generation, addressing each
of the challenges Sun Badger Solar faced.

Through 24/7 deployment, out-of-hours prospects
were supported, increasing the likeness of
conversion while enhancing their user experience
through the addition of the chat function on their
website. Our comprehensive knowledge base and
chat training allowed for better lead qualification.

Additionally, in helping Sun Badger Solar deliver
the best possible live-chat experience to both
their existing and prospective customers without
incurring the cost and operational challenges
associated with hiring a team to run the service
in-house further enhanced the ROI of our solution.

Our Solution

34%
increase in time
spent on website

38%
increase in qualified
website leads

25%
decrease in website
Bounce rate

The Results
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